
IDENTIFIER

FAST  |  SECURE

 

AUTHENTICATE

CALLERS IN SECONDS



Our identifier solution is an automated application that can help businesses

to determine and authenticate a caller’s identify based on their response to

a series of questions. Identifier is an effective identification and verification

(ID&V) solution which provides a consistent process for easier management,

better protection and security.

 

Full analytics is  available via a secure web portal.Available in the cloud, or

on-premise. Full customisation service available. We integrate our Identifier

solution with your back-end systems, databases and CRM, making sure

everyone who needs to has access to the latest customer info.

 

In this guide we'll talk you through the key benefits of Identifier and

why it's great for all businesses.
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R E D U C E

T H E  R I S K

O F  F R A U D

 
An automated solution, Identifier can dramatically reduce the

risk of fraud, thereby increasing customer confidence as callers

are not giving personal, confidential information to an Agent.

 

Utilising natural speech, callers interact with Identifier through a

series of authentication questions. 

 

This is a natural way as the customer is just interacting as

normal, so they feel at ease and the security process is done in

seconds, and no need for your agents to do all this. Our system

handles this all for you, meaning you can handle more enquiries

and your Agents can have more time to focus on the value-

adding tasks.

 

This is a great way to increase productivity of your staff and

reduce Agent fatigue of handling repetitive routine tasks. 
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C U S T O M E R

S A T I S F A C T I O N

F I R S T  T I M E

 
As callers are authenticated easily, and quickly via natural

speech it means your business is able to route callers to the

correct department or person based on the callers response after

authentication,

 

Your customers experience a higher level of service by being

routed correctly the first time, eliminating the callers frustration

of being transferred to someone else, and it taking longer to get

their query sorted.

 

We make this process even easier for you, as our Intelligent

Routing Application can be integrated into Identifier. Making

sure you have all you need and you can trust that everything will

work just as you and your customers need.

 

Full real-time analytics is available over a secure web-portal, so

you can dive into the data, and see what your caller stats are

telling you, and highlighting what changes need to be made to

improve the customer experience even further.
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S E C U R I T Y

E N H A N C E D

F U R T H E R ,

U S E  V O I C E

B I O M E T R I C S .

Identifier is created for quicker customer authentication, but we

know security is key for any business. So enhance your security and

make it more streamlined and easier for your customers. Integrate

Voice Biometrics into Identifier.

 

Biometrics can dramatically improve verification and authentication.

People's voices are as unique as fingerprint, .Not even twins have the

same voice print.  Our solution is highly trusted, it has a 99.8%

accuracy rating and used by top industries, such as the UK

government.

 

We have you all covered with Biometrics, and even have an eBook on

it so you can find out more. Go and check out our biometrics

webpage.
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We hope this short guide gives you some insight into Identifier

and what  extras can be added into it.

 

If you need help - or simply don't know where to begin, we'd be

more than happy to help. Give us a call or drop Maxine an email.

http://www.maxnet.co.uk/


ABOU T  US
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MAX I N E @ MAXNE T . CO . UK

We develop automated, self-service solutions. Technology that

makes life easier for your agents and customers. Self-service

applications that enable businesses to reduce customer service

costs through automation, across all channels - voice, chat,

sms.

 

From IVA, IVR, chatbots and voice assistants to biometrics, our

solutions allow businesses to create customer experiences that

exceed expectations at all levels. Our dedicated in-house

development team are experts in automated, self-learning AI

technologies that help businesses perform better. In the Cloud,

on-premises: any way our clients want it.

 

We deploy our solutions around the World, with a local

approach, a personal touch. And support our global clients in

exactly the same way, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

 

LET'S CONNECT CALL US ON 0333 566 0000


